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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Friday 7th June 2013 6.15pm 
Ickworth House, Horringer, Bury St. Edmunds, IP 29 5QE 

 
AGENDA 

1. To consider and approve the minutes of the last AGM on 8th.June 2012. 
 
2. To review and approve a report from the Committee on the affairs of the Constituent 

Body since 8th. June 2012 
 
3. To receive a Financial Report. 
 
4. To consider any other motion or business duly proposed in accordance with Rule 8.5. 

Note:  The following amendments/alterations to the Constitution have been 
approved by EC Management Committee: 
Para 2. Definitions: add “throughout this document the masculine includes the 
feminine, and vice-versa. 
 Para 5.9 : add the following words: “under this Rule the sanction that may be 
applied to a member of the Committee may include termination of membership of 
the Committee”   
Para 11.1: add  “such other committees……..” and in 11.1.1 “all other 
committees………”  (at present this section just covers  the Committee. 
Para 12.0: remove the words “of the Executive” after “Chairman.”   (at present the 
chairman of the exec is elected at the AGM, the chairman of Mancom is supposed to 
be elected by Mancom at the beginning of each season.  Mancom and the Exec have 
both decided that it would be better if  there was one chairman for both Mancom 
and the Exec and that he/she should be elected at the AGM) 
 And -add the Assistant Secretary to the list of Officers 
13.2: Committee: 

omit this section – this provides that Mancom elects its own chairman at the 
first meeting of every year and so ties in with 12 above) 

13.5: Committee: omit this Rule – (see 5.9 above) 
19.0:    Registered Office: change address to ‘Tomo Road’ (our postal address has 
been changed) 
Para 33.0: Schedule of Definitions: 
(a) add a note that the Committee (referred to extensively in the Rules) is normally 
known as the Management Committee 
(b) under Executive add “and chaired by the chairman of the Committee” (makes the 
chairman of Mancom and chairman of the Exec the same person)

5 &6.  To elect Officers and Committee for the ensuing year 
 



The nominations of the Officers and Committee are:- 
Officers            Management Committee 
President    J. Taylor  Hon Asst. Secretary                 R. Watson            
 Chair of Governance                 R. Watson    
 Deputy Chairman                        TBA  
 Chair of Finance     P. Clarke 
Hon. Secretary  R. A. Pierson  CBRDP Chair-Elite Group            A. Gilbert 
 Chair –Club Player Group            R. Cowie 
Hon. Treasurer  P .Clarke     Chair Community Rugby    J. Winders                                                                        
 Volunteer Co-ordinator              G. Underwood 
Chairman           R. Canna MBE Referees Representative    G. Cross 
 Chair of Sponsorship                   A. McCallum 

& Communications 
Chair- Discipline                            H. Davies  
Chair – Competitions                    J. Mackay 

 EC Safeguarding Manager     M. Pratley 
 Sub-County Representatives       One each 
 (to be proposed by each sub-county                                                                                                           
 
7.         To consider any other business of which due notice has been given. Note: no notice  

of such business has been received by the Hon. Secretary by the due date. 
 

8. To hear a presentation about League structures for the 2014 -15 season by Harry 
Moore, Chairman, E C Player Retention Group 

9.         To hear any other relevant matter for the consideration of the Committee during the 
ensuing year, but on which no voting shall be allowed.  

 
By order of the ECRU Ltd. Committee 
 
Roger Pierson, 
Hon. Secretary 
22nd May  
 

HONORARY SECRETARY 

EC has a change of President this forthcoming year, with Harry Moore completing his period 
of office; John Taylor succeeds him. 
 
Harry has performed the role of Honorary Treasurer for many years before his election to 
President, and for his work in both roles departs with our grateful thanks – in addition he 
has given great service to Suffolk, and to his ‘home’ Club, Ipswich YM, and presumably 
returns there to the ‘four o’clock Club’ to imbibe and reflect with his friends. 
 
John Taylor has been actively involved with Newmarket RFC, Cambridgeshire RU (including a 
period as President), as a Referee and subsequently an Advisor with CUDRURS, and as 



representative for Cambridgeshire  on the EC Community Rugby Committee; as with Harry, 
John is a committed ‘Community Club’ man, and we look forward to his period as President, 
ECRU Ltd. – welcome, John.  
 
Sadly we have lost the services of Penny Chapman, RDO, and wish her well in her future 
career. 
 
This departure has somewhat skewed the efforts that the EC Executive Committee have 
made on your behalf to increase the number of RFU Field Staff that operate within a 
geographically -wide area; during the 2012-13 season we have seen the appointment of Lee 
Parry and Stuart Cameron as additional CRCs, and of Jonathan Pearce as an RDO – the 
process of selection of a replacement RDO for Penny has just begun, and we look forward to 
the eventual completion of a Field Team that will provide the support to all of our Clubs in 
jointly delivering the objectives of our Action Plan. 
 
In the world of Volunteering I cannot let the departure of Martin Peacock, as EC 
Safeguarding Manager, pass without comment. I think that it was about five years ago when 
I asked Martin to undertake this demanding office, at a time when our previous efforts at 
providing Safeguarding support were, at best, patchy. Martin, true to form, has established 
a Team that has been both effective and tuned into the needs of Clubs. Whilst his leadership 
and innovation will be greatly missed, he leaves behind a structure that is known and 
valued, and one that recently was recognised by the RFU with a President’s XV Award. A 
warm welcome, then, to his successor, Martin Pratley, who, with the remaining members of 
the team, will receive our on-going support to ensure that our Youths are protected as they 
enjoy our Game in a safe environment. 
 
The world of Rugby within EC continues to change, but the need to embrace and monitor 
adherence and commitment  to the Core Values of Rugby must remain a constant – without 
the Life Values that they bring, we have very little meaning and direction to our Sport. 
Breaches of this Code have, sadly, occupied too much of our time this season. 
 
For those that believe that they are bigger than the Game, a time to reflect on what is 
emphatically a Team activity – there is no ‘I’ in Team. 
 
Continuing thanks to Lisa whose support and dedication should be recognised; also to all the 
Members of the Management Committee, through whose work we strive to provide some 
support to all of our Member Clubs. 
 
We look ahead to a season of achievement, on and off the field, and the challenge that the 
ever-approaching Rugby World Cup will bring to motivate Volunteer and Player alike. 
 
Roger Pierson 
Honorary Secretary 
 



EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN  
‘Vacillation’ 

1. Introduction. 

In my last Annual Report I announced I intended to resign from my current post at the end 
of this season!  I did this primarily to reinforce my own determination. I have since changed 
my mind – this is called ‘vacillation’. There is a poem on the subject by W.B. Yeats which 
whilst not related to rugby football does reflect some of my thought process! We are about 
to advertise and appoint a replacement for my current post within the close season in order 
to ensure as smooth and well managed a transition as possible in time for 2014/15 season. I 
hope, therefore, that if elected at the AGM I will be around for the coming season. 
 
2. The RFU and Eastern Counties. 

As you will be aware the last 2 years have been difficult in RFU staffing terms within the 
ECRU, a situation undoubtedly compounded by the RFU’s own central organisational 
problems. The internecine conflict between RFU staff working within ECRU should, in my 
opinion, have been much more effectively managed by the RFU. The consequent shambles 
reflected badly on the ECRU volunteers and this was absolutely undeserved since they were 
wonderfully committed and kept the organisation moving forward in a positive and planned 
manner. In a letter, approved by the ECRU Executive, and which was sent in February this 
year to Steve Grainger, RFU Director of Rugby Development (cc RFU Legal Dept.,) I wrote as 
follows:  
‘ None of this whole sorry saga has reflected well on the management processes either at 
the RFU or upon the ECRU as a CB although it is worth noting that a wonderfully 
committed group of Volunteers have kept the organisation as viable and healthily planned 
as they could.  In addition to our RFU staffing shortages we have witnessed many other 
managerial changes occurring at the RFU and it has sometimes appeared that our ‘parent’ 
organisation has been more introspectively concerned with its own internal affairs than 
those occurring at the ‘grass roots’ of the game. We are informed that Clubs are the 
‘bedrock’ of rugby and that we need to increase the number of adult teams and players 
enjoying the game if we are to gain financial reward from Sport England et al.  As 
Volunteers we are assailed with increasing demands on our time to adopt more 
professional, accountable and evidential approaches to our activities.  This requires 
substantial commitment.  What we are asking for is a similar level of commitment from a 
full agreed complement of RFU managers and their staff.  The new Regional 
reorganizational structures may achieve this and certainly we are highly receptive to 
constructive joint working arrangements in devising , developing and implementing 
Strategies and Action Plans that are consistent with the key RFU ‘Drivers’.’ 

The letter which identified particular points to the RFU where we felt remedial action might 
be useful on their part provoked a rapid response from Steve Grainger who agreed to meet 
members of the Executive at Cambridge on the 25th February. The meeting we had with him 
was positive and constructive and it was agreed several Identified issues which have 
resonance with other CB’s would be taken by him for further discussions at RFU Executive 
level.   We will be taking a keen interest in following up progress on these matters which 



principally concern a) better and timelier levels communication and b) Nationally devised 
notes of Guidance to CB’s on Disciplinary and Grievance processes where they relate to 
Volunteers in particular.  
I felt I ought to include a summary of this in the Annual Report since it does give you a 
general ‘flavour’ of the difficulties we experienced as a keen and progressive CB through 
very little fault of our own. 
I am now happy to report that apart from 1 RDO (currently on sickness absence) we are now 
( since January ) at our proper RFU staffing complement and we are engaging with them 
most positively along with their Regional Manager, Alan Royer, and his Regional Specialists. 
The Action Plans for 2013/14 have been constructed jointly with a great level of cooperation 
between these staff and our Volunteers.  All the new staff have already made a substantial 
impact within the CB and all Clubs within our area have been visited by them within the last 
6 months.  What a difference this all makes to the positive and happy promotion of rugby 
development within the Eastern Counties! 
 
3. Major Developments within ECRU 
a) Volunteers – Recognition and Reward 

This has been another incredibly busy year for Eastern Counties as you will gather when 
reading all the other officer and committee reports.  You also note that we have once 
again been most successful in gaining RFU President XV Awards recognition in various 
categories at CB, Club, and College level including 2 winners. We are proud of them all. 
We submitted the second most nominations of any CB in the Country, a great 
demonstration of our volunteer commitment at all levels of the game.  We also received 
more nominations than ever before for our own ECRU Presidents XV Awards 
representing our growing awareness of the important need to properly recognise and 
reward volunteers at every point of the game. Our Annual Dinner is designed specifically 
to place Volunteers at the centre of the occasion.  

b) Player Development 
You will be made aware that our Youth Development Pilot Project has been 
implemented over the last year with RFU management and funding support. In common 
with many new initiatives there has been much work performed to establish the 
amended working practices at Clubs, County and Eastern Counties level.  There have 
been frustrations and irritations but there are already signs of greater uniformity of 
player development across the whole area.  This is a ‘work in progress’ and I pay tribute 
to Adrian Gilbert and Ross Cowie and all their volunteers for their industry ,and diligence 
in constructing the new processes along with the RFU , Premiership Clubs, and our own 
Counties.  I hope they can continue to count on our support.  

At ECRU team representative level as I write we have once again had players capped for 
England at various age groups including the U16’s, U17’s and U20’s. Our congratulations go 
to them, their coaches, managers and other support staff. Our U20’s became RFU National 
Shield Champions on the 5th May by beating Oxfordshire in a close encounter which 
completed an unbeaten season for ECRU  and  full tribute should be paid to this talented 



team, coached by Mark Bolton, Keith Green and managed by Spencer Smith. Some of these 
players will be involved with the Senior side whose Championship campaign has not yet 
started and the renewal of the U20’ team is already establishing itself, along with our U19,s 
sevens team , as important in the transitional arrangements between successful youth and 
adult Eastern Counties rugby. 
Much important work still requires to be done in developing the Girls/Women’s game 
across our area and I am hoping that even more significant and coordinated progress will be 
made in the coming year with valuable RFU staff guidance and assistance. 
 
c) Adult Player Working Group 

This Group have now completed their important work aimed at increasing the number 
of adult players within teams and clubs throughout Eastern Counties. They will be 
reporting back on their deliberations and on having successfully achieved area wide 
consensus on a formula for the encouragement of more competitive rugby to take place 
at club level within Eastern Counties' leagues. This is most encouraging and I 
congratulate them on their achievement in reaching agreement with clubs that has 
defeated many efforts in the past.

d) Marketing and Communications 
There is no doubt we can always improve our level of communication and perfection in 
this area will always be a target we never reach!  We are, however, commissioning our 
Marketing and Communications Committee to review their existing strategy within the 
coming season and to make recommendations that will improve both our 
communications and marketing abilities. It is important this occurs since we need to be 
continually looking at alternative forms of funding and communication sources so that 
we are not entirely financially and promotionally dependent on the RFU for all 
Player/Game development. This is particularly apposite at the present time since we 
have just learned that the RFU will be reducing their support for the joint Youth 
Development Pilot initiative! 

e) ECRU RWC 2015 Activation and Legacy Group 
Within the last couple of months we have elected a Chairman of this new constructed 
Group which will be answerable to us through our Community Game Committee. It will 
be representative of all 3 ECRU counties. The Chairman will be Andrew Sarek and we will 
be providing a representative to the Regional Group led by Peter Wheeler on behalf of 
the RFU. The focus of this Group is to make the best possible use of the RWC 2015 in 
publicising and developing opportunities to enhance the playing of rugby which will 
inevitably involve attention to the Key RFU ‘drivers’ . Further more detailed information 
can be gleaned from the ECRU website and there will, in any event be 
workshops/conferences held across the ECRU estate over the next year and beyond. We 
have made a timely start to this new initiative. 



f) Safeguarding 
I simply want to record my deepest appreciation of the work put in by Martin Peacock 
and his committee in developing a strategy and working practices that have created a 
safer environment for all those playing rugby within ECRU. Martin, ever modest, is 
retiring from his post as Chairman at the end of this season and I am delighted that his 
group’s efforts have been recognised Nationally by our CB winning the RFU President’s 
XV Award in the category ‘Player Safety and Welfare’, a fitting and deserved farewell 
tribute to him and them. 

4. Management and Executive Committee 
The meetings of both these committees have been extremely well attended in 
accordance with the frequency laid out in the ECRU Year Book.  The focus is primarily on 
the Action Plans and this includes regular written reviews reports on progress to date. I 
can report that this mostly reflects that targets /outcomes have been met or exceeded.  
Our Plans, which were submitted to the RFU’s ‘PFR’ Committee received praise for their 
construction, relevance and thoroughness.  Needless to note that the RFU accountability 
system has slightly changed and we are now adapting accordingly from next season 
onwards. Plus ca change! 

I am, as usual, indebted to the Officers of the Union as well as all members of the 
Management Committee and their sub-committee volunteers for all their support. We are 
extremely fortunate within Eastern Counties to have so many highly committed, unselfish, 
talented and hard working individuals working together to promote the game of rugby at all 
levels across the area.  They are almost always a pleasure with whom to work!! 
My appreciation also goes to Roger Pierson, Hon Sec for his enormous efforts in discharging 
an ever burgeoning work load; to Andrew Sarek who does such sterling work as our Council 
member and more in ensuring we are well informed and represented at the RFU; and to Lisa 
Greetham, our administrator and only paid employee for providing a problem solving 
service to volunteers in addition to her other vital duties.  I also wish to recognise Pamela 
Clarke, our newly appointed Hon Treasurer, who   ‘picked up the reins’ so successfully when 
we lost Sean Hughes at the beginning of the current season – it’s been a fast ‘learning curve’ 
for her but one ably negotiated. 
 
5. Conclusion 

Eastern Counties Rugby Union should be proud of what it has achieved and there is no 
doubt that our profile and ‘cachet’ within the RFU is much higher than has been the case for 
many a year. I have described some of our difficulties over the last couple of years and it 
was our Volunteers who rose to the challenge, no praise is too high for them. I really do 
believe that now we have almost a full RFU staffing complement the next year will see us 
make even more progress at club level and beyond. I am really looking forward to our new 
joint working arrangements and helping ECRU reach even greater heights in promoting 
rugby within the area on an ever more inclusive and equitable basis. As I stated earlier it is 
almost always a pleasure to be involved and when it is not it is usually because someone has 



carelessly forgotten the Core Values of which ‘ENJOYMENT’ is the most important 
consequence of the other Four!! 
 
Bob Cranna MBE - Chairman  
April 16th 2013 
 
P.S. Since completing this Report we have been informed that Penny Chapman, our RDO 
has decided to resign and the process of finding a successor has already commenced. We 
thank Penny for all her efforts on behalf of Eastern Counties and wish her well for the 
future. 
 

HONORARY TREASURER 

Having now been in post for six months I feel that I have learnt a lot but still have a lot to 
learn and I have to thank the Executive Committee and Lisa for their support and guidance 
during this time. 
 
During my time in post we have been able to finalise the accounts for the 2011/2012 
season; these show a surplus of £669 for the season against a budgeted deficit of £12,733.  
The reason for the significant improvement is due to an increase in income; mainly from 
RFU funding for initiatives during the year (including the All Schools Project and All Schools 
Project).  The corresponding increase in expenditure in relation to these initiatives has been 
compensated by budget holders achieving value for money in their respective areas. 
At the end of the 2011/12 season the CB held £166,585 in the bank, of which £32,484 was 
owed to creditors. 
 
For the current season, we have been able to hold regular Finance Committee meetings and 
as a result of which confirmed the Financial Protocols.  In addition we have worked with 
Barclays to get the internet banking fully up and running in order to speed up the payment 
process for our suppliers. 
 
Going forward my aim is to further streamline processes where we can to make the 
submission of expenses and payment requests as efficient and timely as possible; ensuring 
we meet our commitment to pay invoices within 28 days of receipt. 
In addition I plan to continue and improve upon the reporting that has already been set up 
in relation to the current season’s income and expenditure, monitoring this against budgets.    
The provision of “live” information will ultimately enable the Management Committee to 
make decisions early in the season when actual activity is moving away from the Action Plan 
set. 
 
The 2012/13 season has a budgeted deficit of £2,560 and the review of income and 
expenditure to date would suggest that we will be close to this.  I have targeted finalisation 
of this season’s accounts for the end of June where I will be able to confirm this or explain 
any variation.  To achieve this I have asked the budget holders support in submitting 
expenses and invoices in a timely manner. 



To achieve this timescale will then mean that we can all focus on the 2013/14 season and 
taking rugby forward within Eastern Counties. 
 
Pamela Clarke 
Honorary Treasurer 
May 2013 
 

COMMUNITY / CLUB PLAYER DEVELOPMENT GROUP 

This is my second season in this role; whilst good progress has been achieved in many areas, 
I feel that this has been a very much more difficult year. Difficulties with the weather have 
disrupted many planned activities, and the reorganisation and staffing issues of the RFU 
introduced a number of factors into the equation, resulting in considerable additional 
efforts by volunteers. Hopefully, all is now settled for a really positive campaign in 2013/14 ! 
 
The season started with the rapid introduction of the New Rules of Play at U7 / U8 / U9; our 
CRCs did a fantastic job at “spreading the message” to our clubs, and these seem to have 
been generally enthusiastically received across the CB. Following their introduction, there 
was a follow up with the aim of trying to help steer clubs through the new RFU Age Group 
Regulations and Guidance – this continues to be an ongoing support to clubs. The 
authorisation of Mini Festivals continues, and I trust that clubs’ and CB preparatory work 
here has resulted in well managed, well governed, and enjoyable festivals for our youngest 
players. 
 
We continue to prepare a Youth Structured Season which aimed to co-ordinate all Youth 
activity within Eastern Counties from Eastern Counties teams, the County program through 
County Cups, Development Festivals, Sevens competitions etc., in order to avoid clashes, 
and to enable all partners to plan their various activities with confidence; this continues to 
be a great success, though the adverse weather certainly resulted in the odd stress ! 
 
The introduction of the admirable Player Development Pilot changed the dynamic of the 
Counties’ activities at U13 / U14 / U15 and U16 levels; this was an area where responsibility 
was ‘morphed’ to Adrian’s Elite Group, but where the CCPD necessarily shared an interest. I 
am sure that we are all agreed that the ongoing results will be highly successful. It is fair to 
say, however, that the management of this change took much time and effort, and for a 
while tended to dominate; it is also fair to say that there were a few teething issues. I am 
sure, however, that we are “set fair” for 2013/14. 
 
Each County ran its own Cup competitions from U13s through to U16s; the new Inter 
County Cup Winners and Runners Up festivals were a huge success, although the weather 
scuppered some competitions. John Mackay continued to run the U17 and U19 Cups, 
although the competitions were once again fragmented by the weather. Shield competitions 
were run at both age groups for those clubs with more modest playing resources. 
 
For 2013/14, and for the future, CCPD recommended, and it was agreed by the 



Management Committee that ECs should run Colts Rugby at U18, in line with RFU 
recommendations, and the National Cup. In addition it was agreed that the U17 competition 
should cease in 13/14, with the aim of ‘promoting’ U17s into club’s Colt’s sides, for the 
following reasons :- A very significant number of clubs are presently struggling to run 
contemporaneous U19 and U17 sides – many are relying on U17s to make up numbers. 
U17s can be better developed by playing in an U18 environment. Most clubs need 2 year 
groups to effectively run a Colts program each season – as a result of player loss (to schools 
/ academies / senior rugby / other “non-rugby” reasons). It is hoped that this will, once 
again, promote vibrant Colts activities / programs / sides within Eastern Counties. 
 
Suffolk continued to run its highly successful Sevens at The Royal Hospital School, and its 
Development Festivals at U13s & U14s. Both Norfolk and Cambs ran their own Sevens 
competitions. Plans for Development Festivals at 3 age groups in all Counties have been 
agreed for 13/14. 
 
Girls – we have tried to promote girls’ activities within the CB, but the lack of CB wide 
volunteers and leaders, and the widespread and thin population of players has hindered 
development, and frustrated. We do, however, have plans for a “pitch up and play” series 
and development days for next season. 
 
Schools – we are looking at how we can synchronise activities with clubs and schools; in 
particular, we are looking at a project in 13/14 to see how we can pull the great weight of 
school activity together with our clubs to provide an encouragement for former players to 
continue playing at clubs once they have left sixth form education. Watch this space ! 
 
Ross Cowie 
Chairman 
May 2013 
 

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  

The shortcoming of the previous School of Rugby concept whereby player development was 
isolated from match play, led to the introduction of a new Player Development Programme 
aiming to harness the strength of the Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk County structures 
whilst embracing the Leicester Tigers and Northampton Saints coaching qualities.  
In bringing together the various strands including the EPDG programmes it is hoped that 
after the initial backward steps that become inevitable improvement in coaching quality will 
follow as a focus on coach education is an important aspect of the overall programme. 
Likewise greater interaction and crossover of player information between the respective age 
grades it is hoped will be developed whilst players outside of the process also gain 
opportunity to secure a place in representative teams.   
Funding such programmes is inevitably a challenge and whilst some RFU provision sustains 
the core programme with generous support from both Tigers and Saints, a protocol 
including a hardship policy has been created that embraces the concept of players making a 
single payment contribution towards the running costs.  



This streamlined process hopefully will lead to an uplift in the strength of the County Team 
Base of the development pyramid with a greater number of players enjoying  development 
opportunity and an enhanced flow of quality players to and through the Eastern Counties U 
16’ upwards to the Senior XV.  
This challenge will take time to evolve but with its laudable ambition there hopefully will be 
a worthwhile and fruitful outcome. 
Unfortunately weather conditions took their toll on activities this year but nonetheless 
programmes for identifying U 13’s and progressing U 14’, 15’s and 16’s  have been fulfilled.   
Two teams operated by each of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk played inter county 
with a match each against external CB teams.  At U 15’s this reduced to a single team each 
streamlining to the Eastern Counties U 16’s with a Barbarians possible/probable 
opportunity. 
Next season it is hoped will follow a similar progressive format. 
Effort was invested in getting the girls programmes at U 15 & U 18 off the ground but again  
the weather impacted albeit some success.  The women’s team programme suffered 
likewise. 
As has become tradition an U 19’s 7’s squad travelled to Broadstreet to participate in the 
County Colts Competition only to be again frustrated to be competing against a Tiger’s 
Academy side !!  The lads did well until two players suffered serious injury and having been 
in the lead the impact and affect on colleagues saw the team succumb and go down in the 
semi-final.  The two lads injured (both significant fractures) we do wish a full and a speedy 
as humanly possible recovery.  
U20’s achieved success being undefeated in the inaugural National Shield Competition 
narrowly winning the final against Oxfordshire and evidencing the continuity of the playing 
process many of the players making the transition from the younger age grade teams and 
thanks to the support of Clubs enabling players to participate. 
At the time of writing this report the challenges of the end of season County Championship 
matches are upon us.  Mark Bolton has worked tirelessly encouraging players to participate 
and many have responded positively as evidenced by the quality of the teams albeit 
disappointingly Clubs themselves fail to recognise the benefit of the programme and which 
might be further enhanced if they could find a means and way to give it their backing.   
Nonetheless on 11th May a closely contested game against East Midlands saw the EC XV on 
the wrong side of the score line 17 – 23 however be that as it may we are no less hopeful for 
a positive outcome despite the long journey north on 17th May when we will face  
Northumberland at Alnwick.  
Again I wish to acknowledge the hard work and commitment demonstrated by all involved 
in the Eastern Counties Playing Programme.  Their voluntary work more often than should 
be the case goes unrecognised with many giving up a great deal of time to support and 
encourage all players within the game – EC’s grateful thanks to you one and all and more 
especially for a number who deserve special mention such as Simon Lord and Spencer Smith 
who amongst others are at this time, as the saying goes, “hanging up their boots”.  Thank 
you all for your huge efforts !!!  
 
Eastern Counties Under 20’s -  Andy McCallum / Spencer Smith – Team Managers 
Mark Bolton continued the role of Lead Coach from last season, assisted by Keith Green as 
Forwards Coach with assistance provided by Chris Roome.  Dawn Davies was 



Physiotherapist. Spencer Smith took over from Andy McCallum as Team Management from 
January 2013. 
The team competed in the inaugural RFU National Shield Competition, Wednesday evening 
training sessions initially being held at Thetford RFC and then with continuity in mind 
together with the Senior XV at Cambridge RFC, whilst home matches were hosted at 
Sudbury RFC. 
Buckinghamshire were defeated away 7-107 and Cambridge University beaten at home 43-
14 as EC topped the pool gaining a home quarter-final against Surrey winning 55-12 leading 
to a semi-final also at home again V Cambridge University who this time were defeated 62-
17.  The final played at Coventry RFC with Eastern Counties beating Oxfordshire 17-12 
winning the Shield. 
9 players were invited to attend the first London Division trial  leading to Gareth Baxter and 
Michael Stanway progressing to the England Counties U 20’s Squad.  Unfortunately due to 
injury Michael disappointingly had to withdraw at the last minute bur Gareth travelled to 
Georgia. 
 
Eastern Counties Under 18’s -  Simon Lord – Team Manager 

After the highs of the previous season, when no less than 4  players made it all the way to 
the England Clubs & Schools side, it was always going to be difficult for the 2012 side to 
emulate that achievement! 
The squad had a nice balance of returning “old boys” and promising youngsters, helping the 
lads quickly bond and make most training sessions an enjoyable event. 
Into the first Divisional Fixture v Middlesex without the benefit of a warm up match, the 
pressures of Academy, School and Club commitments making it too difficult to squeeze  that 
in,  the side revelled on the beautifully manicured Old Merchant Taylors pitch, playing with 
freedom and panache that has characterised the teams over the last few seasons.  Counties 
swept to a  31 – 13 lead by mid way through the second half with only two late scores for 
the home side as Counties switched off in the dying minutes, flattering Middlesex in defeat 
31 – 25. 
After the pristine playing surface of Northwood, a week of atrocious weather saw the game 
v Essex at Braintree in serious doubt.  Following much debate the game took place in swamp 
like conditions and Counties were ruthlessly exposed by a bigger more physical side.  There 
was no doubt that the Essex forwards contained some impressive players and the surface 
(or lack of it) certainly helped, but the capitulation by the Counties side was perhaps the 
worst performance seen in many years. Essex 31 – E Counties 0! 
The final game was at the 18s adopted home of Bury St Edmunds against old rivals Herts.  A 
couple of weeks to regroup and with the opportunity to play on one of the better pitches in 
the area, the side responded well to the previous set back.  In a thrilling game that 
ebbed and flowed, real character showed to grind out a deserved (just!) 28 – 26 victory. 
All 3 games completed the squad then awaited news of who would be invited to go forward 
for London trials.   The effect of the heavy defeat at Essex took its toll on the Counties 
forwards with only 1 player invited.  The EC backs however had shown the selectors in the 
two victories, what they were capable of with decent possession and with no less than 6 to 
trial. Lewis Hall and Charlie Pask were both selected to play for London Division at 9 and 10 
respectively but despite good performances, sadly neither achieved the England side. 



My thanks to Chris Roome and Dave Harvey for all their work and input into the squad, it 
has been a pleasure and privilege to work alongside you. Good luck to my successor John 
Mackay in the role, he won’t need it! 
 
Eastern Counties Under 19’s  7s’-  Simon Lord – Team Manager 
Counties once again ran a Colts Sevens side at the end of the season. 
The principle aim is to enter a competitive side in the National County Colts 7s. 
Prior to that event, Counties were fortunate to be invited to play in the Greene King IPA 7s 
event at Bury.  Crowds in excess of 3000 people, it was a great experience for the young lads 
despite not winning any of their matches! 
Counties were in the 8 Team Open event and sadly were in the archetypal “Group of 
Death”.  The very first match of the whole day was between ourselves and hosts Bury!  
Despite scoring the first try of the match and the last one, Bury proved too strong winning 
33 – 12. 
Next up saw us play Samurai’s development side The Bulldogs.  Lessons learned from game 
1 and but for a couple of debatable refereeing decisions EC could well have been in 
contention.  
The final match against the Braves...another specialist 7s outfit.  The chance to have 
reflected on the two previous games and watching top class 7s nearby saw the lads put in a 
stellar performance.  Just over a minute to go the lads led 17 -12 but a moment of naivety 
and a moment of brilliance saw the Braves edge home in the final play of the game 24 – 17. 
The performance of the lads could be put into perspective when the Final of the Open 
Competition featured Bury and the Braves!                                             
EC Squad at Bury.  Charlie Craig (Ipswich) Charlie Pask (Diss) Will Catchpole (Norwich) Ben 
Stanton (Sudbury) Mike Brennan (Cambridge) Toby White (Sudbury) Ryan Headington 
(Cambridge) Simon Uzokwe (Ipswich) Jo Phillips (Bury) Lewis Ludlam (St Jo) Jake Thurlow 
(Bury) Brad James (Ipswich) 
The intention had been to then take 2 squads to the Nationals the following weekend.  One 
side would be the more experienced heads, the other the younger lads able to gain 
experience for future years...  As it turned out, the success of the Under 20s, forthcoming 
exams and injuries meant that only one squad was taken. 
The side showed several changes from the week before and although starting slowly against 
Leics B, they were too strong for their opponents.  Sevens rugby requires many different 
skills to the 15 a side game and the side really began to blossom.    
One late call off had meant only 11 lads were in attendance and sadly that number was 
reduced further when Aiden Cooper suffered a fractured collar bone during a commanding 
victory over Warwickshire. 
Seemingly in control against Gloucester, some old failings of isolation and forcing the passes 
came home to roost and the side slipped to their first defeat of the day. 
That result meant Counties would face unbeaten and defending champs Leics A in the Cup 
Semi. In reality the opposition were as last year, the Tigers Academy!  Tigers had conceded 
only one try in the event up to the semi running up cricket scores in most of their matches. 
Baffling organisation of the event meant that Counties had to wait nearly 2 hours in the cold 
and wet to face the Tigers.   No matter, the lads tore into their much vaunted opponents, 
deservedly taking the lead and clearly unnerved the favourites.   
Sadly the injury affliction hit Counties again, Ryan Headington both fracturing and 
dislocating an ankle in a seemingly innocuous challenge.  The game was held up for several 



minutes whilst Ryan was seen to.  On resumption the EC Lads were clearly distraught by 
previous events, and whilst they battled manfully to the half time (trailing 12 – 5), the 
second half proved too much for now 9 against the might of the Tigers Academy! 
A semi-final defeat to the eventual winners was no disgrace, but injuries had taken the shine 
off the day.                                                                          
EC Squad at Broadstreet. Charlie Craig (Ipswich) Charlie Pask (Diss) Freddie Henly Hunter 
(N Walsham) Ryan Headington (Cambridge) Ethan Waddleton (Colchester) Mike Brennan 
(Cambridge) Connor Austin (Colchester) Sam Bixby (Bury) Aiden Cooper (Shelford) Rory 
Hartley (Colchester) Barry Alvuanze (Culford) 
 

Eastern Counties Under 17-  John Mackay – Team Manager 
The Under 17 Group is a transitional squad with the coaches Chris Roome and Dave Harvey 
tasked to identify and develop players to go forward to the following season’s Under 18 
Group where further progression to Divisional and National honours is possible. 
The U17’s played un-graded development matches against Yorkshire, Essex and Surrey 
between January and April following the conclusion of the previous year’s U18 and U16 
programmes. 
The U17 squad was drawn from the U16’s who had not progressed to London Division trials 
and the U18’s who were still age qualified and who, likewise, had not been selected for 
further progression. 
Five training sessions were held, based at Thetford RFC, with one being lost to inclement 
weather. 
EC won one and lost two of their development matches but, critically, over the three 
matches, 48 individuals were given at least some game time and were seen by the coaches 
in match situations. 
The squad was widely drawn, with participants attending 29 different educational 
establishments and 13 clubs. It had been hoped that the coaches would review further 
players in the three way county tournament but this was unfortunately cancelled due to 
poor weather. 
All players who were dropped from the squad during the programme received written 
feedback and the opportunity for their coach to talk to one of the EC coaches. 



Following the completion of the programme, all squad members are being reviewed by the 
coaches and, again, those who are not of a sufficiently high standard to progress to the U18 
programme will be informed individually and given feedback to help them improve their 
skills. Those likely to progress will be given some guidelines to ensure they continue to work 
on their fitness and conditioning over the summer break. 
The U17 coaching and management team has some doubts as to whether all remaining U16 
and age-qualified U18 players should automatically progress to the U17 Group as this does 
mean that, within the U17 squad, there are individuals who patently will not make the grade 
at EC U17 / U18 level.  
It is believed that these players might benefit more by being released to their clubs and 
counties to work on identified development needs. 
 
E C Under 16’s -  Spencer Smith – Team Manager 
The coaching team of Nick Pressling, Mark Bolton and Simon Atkinson were reappointed, 
together with Dawn Davies as Physiotherapist and the foundations of success were laid pre-
season, the 16Group programme viewed as being the calendar year from the first U15 
training session in February through to the final Divisional game in November.  
 
The U15 programme for this group in the spring of 2012 included four evening training 
sessions at Thetford and a weekend residential camp at Gt. Finborough, alongside the three 
U 15’s age grade matches against Essex, Kent and Hertfordshire.  
 
In June a very successful three evenings programme at Culford School of specialist ‘fitness 
and skills’ sessions was held , delivered by external ‘subject experts’ alongside the coaching 
team followed by a training programme also there with access to indoor facilities including 
the swimming pool which was used after each session for recovery. The programme was a 
structured mix of full day Sundays and Wednesday evenings ( at Thetford RFC ) in line with 
the RFU structured season. Even greater emphasis was placed on specifically communicating 
the dates and aims of the programme to schools and clubs. The Saints and Tigers EPDG 
coaches were consulted on the season timetable and in detail re player selection and player 
positions.  
 
The first training day included a detailed induction for players and parents, with focus on a 
battery of fitness and ability testing. Player welfare provision was greatly enhanced by the 
range of information provided by Dawn through the specialist section of the website, with 
subject sessions also throughout the programme on nutrition, hydration, injury prevention, 
stretching, rehab and cool down.  
 
Two “warm-up” matches were played against the Counties “Barbarians” teams providing an 
important “Talent ID” opportunity for boys not already in the squad.  
 
Divisional graded matches played against Essex, Middlesex and Hertfordshire U 16’s 
resulted in  
8 players invited to attend the first London Division trial and culminating with George 
Worth, Will Evans and Aubrey Grimes progressing to play for England teams  
 



Following release from EPDG in December a significant number of boys have progressed to 
the U17 squads of Saints (8) and Tigers (3).  
The ECRU U17 Team Manager and coaches were invited to make a presentation to the 
squad at the final training session following which a number of the squad have gone on to 
represent ECRU at U17 level in their three games this winter. 
Squad Details  
- A total of 37 boys  
- As of September 2012; 19 Saints EPDG, 11 Tigers EPDG, 7 not in EPDG  
- 6 Cambridgeshire, 12 Norfolk, 19 Suffolk  
 

Eastern Counties Women’s Squad 2012 -  Chloe Travis – Team Manager 

32 Players were included within overall squad vastly different to 2011 with a wider 
representation as a result of the efforts made last year and made up of the following clubs: 
 

Beccles           2 
Bristol             1 
Cambridge University 1 
Fakenham 4 
Lakenham Hewett 5 
Saracens 3 
Shelford 6 
Southwold 2 
Woodbridge 5 
Wymondham 3 
Total                       32 
 
The one game played against Middlesex unfortunately resulted in a loss, the home game 
against Essex and the RFU tournament designed to conclude the programme regretfully 
cancelled for one reason or another.  This outcome led to 21 players only securing game 
time with just two training sessions held.  
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The lack of rugby played this season may have a knock on effect for next season which raises 
concern albeit no way can anyone predict the action of other teams or the weather.  
Nonetheless it is disheartening for players and staff when games do not take place.  
 
Adrian Gilbert 
Chairman 

U15 Girls Team  

U15 trials and selection day was held on the 29th September, at Stowmarket RFC alongside 
the Women’s and U18’s.  Disappointingly, only had 12 U15s' attended, but the process went 
ahead all being selected based on the core skill set required by Head Coach, Nicky Goddard.  
 
Initially 3 training sessions at Diss RFC on consecutive Monday evenings saw preparation for 
the first match against Middlesex.  At the first session, each girl and parent were given an 
information leaflet with match and training dates, player contribution details and the 
commitment required of them, along with the commitment and programme being offering 
to them.   
 
A shared coach with the U18 girls enabled travel to the first Match against Middlesex on the 
28th October, held at Wasps Training ground.  Albeit the match was lost, the girls skills and 
playing ability were of a higher standard and really were not relative to the scoreline.  There 
were 2 more training sessions on Monday nights at Diss in preparation for the home game 
on the 18th November.  The game was held at Stowmarket RFC alongside the 
U18's.  Commanding the game in the first half, with some outstanding play the U 15's 
unfortunately then sustained 2 injuries, depleting numbers to 9 on the pitch, with Essex 
having 17 players. EC Players fought a hard battle and after playing extended playing 
periods the game was halted when another player suffered injury. 
 
One more training session at Diss in preparation for the CB Festival on the 2nd of December 
was to no avail as unfortunately the CB Festival was cancelled however an idea to the 
Saturday before to watch England Women v New Zealand Women at Twickenham and stay 
in a travel lodge overnight ready for the next morning was nonetheless fulfilled.  Equally in 
light of arrangements already made contact with Surrey RFU resulted in a friendly game and 
the weekend thereby rescued proved a great success and the EC Players ended the season 
on a high.  
 
There were four EC U15 players subsequently selected for Divisional Trials, two of which 
were then selected and played for the Divisional Team, namely Hannah Murphy and Anna 
Goddard.  
 
Thanks are gratefully emphasised and expressed to Diss RFC and Phil Sharpe for their 
approachability, helpfulness and generous support, nothing was too much trouble for them, 
and the girls were welcomed training at the club. Thanks also especially to Stowmarket RFC 
and physio. Dawn Smith.  
 
Claire Burt  
Team Manager 



COMMUNITY RUGBY 
OVERVIEW 
 
At the beginning of the season membership of the Community Rugby Committee 
comprised:- 
John Winders, Penny Chapman, Ray Collins, John Langford, Roger Pierson, Andrew Sarek, 
John Taylor and Greg Underwood. Dave Broadwell played a limited role during the autumn 
of 2012 when acting temporarily as RDO.  He was subsequently replaced by Jonathan Pearce 
who joined the Committee upon his appointment as RDO in January of this year. 
 
The Community Rugby Committee met four times during the season to review progress 
made towards achieving the objectives of the Eastern Counties Action Plan and to set 
objectives for season 2013/14. Many Clubs in the CB were visited over the season by a 
Member of the Committee when advice on a wide range of topics was given. These visits 
help to provide a point of contact for a Club when issues arise and it is known that Clubs 
appreciate the visits made. 
 
The strategic objectives of the Committee seek:- 
i) to secure club sustainability: 
ii) to facilitate playing opportunities; 
iii) to raise facility standards; and  
iv) to boost the numbers of active volunteers.  
I will refer to these topics in the following paragraphs and advise on the progress made 
during the season. 
 
CLUB  DEVELOPMENT 
 
i) Incorporation and CASC 
From a governance point of view the Committee continues to recommend to all Clubs that 
have yet to incorporate that steps are taken to achieve this status.  Clubs have been 
reminded of the risks of remaining unincorporated that might adversely impact financially 
upon the interests of committee members/trustees and forwarded details of helpful 
contacts including legal advisers who might help in the application process. There are 
currently 20 incorporated clubs within the CB and a number of other clubs have now 
resolved to move to this position.  
 
We have also been alert to the possibility of clubs reaping the financial benefits of becoming 
a Community Amateur Sports Club (CASC).  Thus far 20 Clubs have become registered which 
in terms of CB performance is better than the national average. However, the promotion of 
CASC membership this season has been held in abeyance whilst HMRC produce new 
guidelines. After new guidance is issued and assessed by the RFU consideration will be given 
to encouraging the non-CASC Clubs to consider the benefits of CASC registration..  
 
ii) Accreditation 
The accreditation scheme was rolled out by the RFU in January 2012. This approach is 
designed to help all clubs to become stronger, more effective, more efficient and to provide 
more enjoyable places in which rugby is played. Clearly this is a significant initiative. This 



season 8 more Clubs have achieved this status making a total of 20 in total in the CB. New 
accreditations include Brightlingsea, Fakenham, Harwich and Dovercourt, Holt, Lowestoft 
and Yarmouth, Southwold, Swaffham and Wisbech. All accredited Clubs are entitled to 
display the RFU Club Accreditation and Sport England Clubmark logos to highlight ongoing 
progress. Our thanks go to our professional staff for their hard work in helping these Clubs 
achieve accreditation. 
 
iii) At Risk Clubs 
A meaningful part of our role is to identify clubs that are struggling either on or off the field 
and to offer whatever help and advice that may be required to help them play rugby and to 
function within their local communities. As in past seasons this topic has formed an 
important element of the work the Committee has undertaken. Clubs are identified as being 
at risk through:- 

Information obtained at Club visits; 
The review of accounts by the Treasurer; 
The numbers of matches cancelled; and 
Information contained in the RFU’s Club Pack. 

Appropriate support is offered as may be required by the Club in question to facilitate 
sustainability.  The clubs concerned have generally been able to make positive progress and 
they are now facing a brighter future. However there are a small number of concerns 
remaining.  
 
vi) Workshops 
As part of our commitment to develop clubs and their volunteers the Committee actively 
worked on a proposal to deliver a Community Rugby Conference at the beginning of the 
season in September. The topics would have included, volunteering, communications, 
safeguarding, facilities development, incorporation, CASC, Marketing and the work of the 
RDO. It must unfortunately be recorded that despite a positive programme of advertising 
for the event the conference was cancelled because of a lack of interest from the Clubs. The 
information that would have been disseminated by the seminar leaders has been retained 
for reference purposes. 
 
v) RWC 2015 Legacy Group 
This is a significant initiative that is proceeding under the umbrella of Community Rugby. 
The terms of reference are to:- 

Create a CB Legacy Plan that will achieve growth in the game locally using RWC 2015 
as a catalyst; 
Encourage ECRU clubs to create their own plans to make the most of the RWC 2015; 
Support ECRU,RFU and ER2015 in increasing awareness of RWC 2015 amongst Rugby 
and non-rugby audiences; 
Promote the lead up and legacy drivers to rugby and non-rugby audiences adding 
value to Club plans; 
Work collaboratively with CB Officers, Club volunteers and professional staff; and 
Provide regular reports to the Community Rugby Committee and the CB. 

Andrew Sarek has been appointed by the Nominations Committee to lead this group. The 
Group intends to present the concept formally at three County meetings followed by a CB 
Conference in September. 



COMPETITIONS  
Community Rugby is involved with what in the past has been termed “Leisure Rugby”. In the 
spirit of competition the following events Have been promoted:- 
 
i) Beach Rugby 
Beach TAG Rugby events have, as usual, been held at Clacton-on -Sea, Great Yarmouth and 
Southwold. These events become increasingly popular each year with 127 teams taking part 
this season. More women’s and girl’s teams participated this year. The Action Plan target 
has been fully achieved here. 
 
ii) Floodlit 40’s 
Following a trend of recent years Vets competition has proved to be less popular this 
season. Community Rugby was however able to support a Vets pitch up and play initiative 
that took place at the Woodbridge Club. 
 
iii) “10”s 
The charity “10”s event did not take place this year because Optua, our partners were 
heavily involved with the Olympics. 
 
iv) “7”s 
The third ECRU Colts 7s tournament was held at Shelford with 7 participating teams. This 
form of the game is likely to grow in popularity as we get closer to its inclusion as an 
Olympic sport in 2016. There is for example a “Road to Rio” 7’s Festival planned by the 
Ipswich Club. 
 
v) Touch 
This variant of the game has been promoted as a way to attract more people to our clubs. A 
number of clubs around the Eastern Counties have held  touch rugby events and where 
interest has been expressed local leagues have being encouraged with teams from 
businesses, pubs and clubs participating. Touch rugby activity greatly increased last summer. 
O2 Touch Centres have now been established at the Norwich and Ipswich YM Clubs. 
 
Funding and Facilities 
The Funding and Facilities Sub-Committee, led by Andrew Sarek, has continued to be busy, 
identifying opportunities for funding within the CB and establishing the readiness of Clubs to 
promote facility improvements.  It must be acknowledged that club facilities in the CB are 
generally much better than they were 10 years ago and this Sub-Committee has played a  
significant part in promoting  improvements in the quality of the experience at Clubs. 
 
This season the RFU has introduced the Lead up and Legacy Small Grants Programme which 
is focused on RWC 2015. This scheme identified a goalpost safety programme, a pitch 
maintenance programme offering grants of up to £10k for pitch maintenance equipment 
and a social spaces programme offering £5k grants for improvements to social facilities. A 
number of our Clubs have been able to take advantage of this initiative. 
 



Volunteers 
Volunteers are the lifeblood of our game and their recruitment, retention and recognition is 
vital if clubs are to flourish. Gregory Underwood, the CB Volunteer Coordinator and his team 
have continued to raise the profile of the volunteer, particularly in the area of recognition 
and reward. His report follows this one. 
 
Assessment 
I continue to be confident that progress is being made. My assessment is that Rugby Clubs 
are undoubtedly becoming more proficient at improving the provision for their members 
and it is very satisfying to be part of a committed team that helps facilitate this progress. 
 
John Winders - Chairman 
Community Rugby Committee   
 

Volunteer Team  

Volunteering has remained at the forefront of development in Eastern Counties (ECRU) with 
the continued hard work of the many volunteers at clubs, schools, colleges, universities and 
at representative levels.   The amount of time given by volunteers of all ages continues to 
grow and meets the expectations of ECRU. 

The Team are committed to work with the RFU and other agencies to further improve the 
services we offer to volunteers.  We will continue to promote easier and more effective 
ways of recruiting and rewarding volunteers to ensure that we retain those who have been 
recruited.   This work will be underpinned by our enthusiasm to ensure that we continue to 
improve the rugby experience for all. 

The Volunteer Team, Gregory Underwood,  ECRU Volunteer Coordinator, Ray Collins, 
Suffolk, Clairice Pepper, Cambridgeshire, and Jerry Stone, Norfolk, have continued to lead 
county based initiatives to increase the number of volunteers and support their 
development and activity throughout the year.   Clairice Pepper stood down as the 
Cambridgeshire Co-ordinator and Cambridgeshire are currently looking for a replacement to 
fill the position.   The Volunteer Team and all at Eastern Counties would like to thank Clairice 
for the hard work she carried out whilst fulfilling her role as the Cambridgeshire Co-
ordinator and we would like to wish her good luck for the future.  

The year started with the ECRU annual dinner at Ickworth House. This event is now a 
celebration of the volunteer work within Eastern Counties.   The RFU President’s XV awards 
were presented to Lowestoft & Yarmouth, Harwich & Dovercourt and Bury St Edmunds, all 
of whom were successful runners-up.   The ECRU President’s awards were also presented to 
seventeen clubs and individuals who were acknowledged for their outstanding work 
throughout the year.   Mike Stott was presented with a life-time achievement award and 
Norman Potter was awarded an honorary life membership of ECRU. 

Notable achievement’s during the year:  

32 young volunteers attended a Young Volunteer Camp held at Bury St Edmunds 
RFC.   All attendees qualified to be Young Officials and were encouraged to set 



individual volunteering targets for the year.  This event was led by the temporary 
RDO and ably assisted by our four CRC’s together with the Volunteer Team.   The 
RFU support team were instrumental in delivering a very positive programme and all 
attendees had an excellent working experience and the feedback received was 
positive.  The long day was enjoyed by all. 
The RFU Leadership Academy was managed in ECRU by Alex Thompson, RFU Club 
Management and Governance Officer, and 12 candidates enrolled for the Academy 
Course.  The learning experience was underpinned by volunteer mentors, Steve 
Henson, John Phoenix and Alan Cooper.   Our thanks must go to Steve Henson, John 
Phoenix and Alan Cooper for their help and assistance.  The successful candidates 
will be attending a celebration event in June 2013.   
The RFU’s Car Park initiative, Curry in the Park, has been re-branded this year and it 
has been replaced by Pizza in the Park.  This again proved to be popular amongst our 
Clubs and was over-subscribed for certain internationals. 
In accordance with the Bursary Awards initiative, five awards have been made to 
clubs across ECRU to support their recruitment, retention and reward programme.  
The bursaries were awarded to Colchester, Harwich & Dovercourt, Beccles, 
Lowestoft & Yarmouth and Felixstowe RUFC.    
The RFU President’s Value the Volunteer initiative was awarded by the President to 
Sally Lloyd for her work as the Norfolk representative to the ECRU Safeguarding 
Team.  She was rewarded with a day out at Twickenham. 
The ECRU Volunteer Team again organised a Value the Volunteer Pre-Match Buffet 
Luncheon prior to the Billy Beaumont game, ECRU Senior XV –v- East Midlands RU, 
which took place at Cambridge RFC on the 11th May 2013.  This again proved to be a 
popular event with some 50 people enjoying the day. 
This year ECRU had 17 nominations for the RFU President’s XV Award Scheme.  This 
was the second highest number of nominations nationally.  These nominations 
produced two winners and four runners-up awards.   This was a fantastic 
achievement and a credit to all the volunteers who go that extra mile.  
The ECRU President’s awards continue to grow with 25 nominations being put 
forward by Clubs across the Counties.   The ECRU Dinner will take place again at 
Ickworth House on Friday, 7th June 2013, when the ECRU President will be presenting 
the following awards to our successful awardees for their outstanding voluntary 
contribution to rugby in Eastern Counties Rugby Union. 

 



RFU Presidents XV Winners ECRU Safeguarding Team Player Safety & Welfare 
 Broadlands-Gt. Yarmouth Player Recruitment 

RFU Presidents XV  Runners-Up Wymondham RUFC Player Recruitment 
 Bury St. Edmunds RUFC Quality Coaching 
 ECRU Referees Federation Better Referees 
 Felixstowe RUFC Schools Rugby 

-------------------------------- 
Eastern Counties RU Presidents Awards 
Broadlands-Gt. Yarmouth RUFC  Player Recruitment 
Woodbridge RUFC  Girl Power 
Norfolk RU  Valuing Volunteers 
Swaffham RUFC  Quality Coaching 
Beccles RFC  Schools Rugby 
Shirley Hunter, Mildenhall & Red Lodge RUFC  Volunteer of the Year 
Stuart Douglas, West Norfolk RFC  Exceptional Volunteer 
Graham Cross, ECRU Referees Federation  Exceptional Volunteer 
Bruce Skingley, Newmarket RUFC  Exceptional Volunteer 
Stewart Horne, Bury St. Edmunds RUFC  Exceptional Volunteer 
Ken Sheard, Cambridge RUFC  Exceptional Volunteer 
Des Lloyd, Swaffham RUFC  Exceptional Volunteer 
Charles Warburton, Hadleigh RUFC   Services to Rugby 
Duncan Wilson, Thurston RUFC  Services to Rugby 
John Drinkill, Norwich RFC  Services to Rugby 
David Fossett, Southwold RUFC  Services to Rugby 
Robert Temple, Southwold RUFC  Services to Rugby 
Steve Tatam, Suffolk & North Essex Referees Society  Services to Rugby 
Graham Hilton, Norwich RFC   Groundsman of the Year 
Steve Flegg, Ipswich RFC  Groundsman Runner Up 
 
It has again been my privilege over the last 12 months to continue as ECRU Volunteer Co-
ordinator.  My role has been made that much more pleasurable by the help and support 
that I have received from colleagues within ECRU.   

Special thanks must go to my Team, Ray, Clairice and Jerry, for their continued 
encouragement, support and hard work.  We in ECRU are extremely fortunate in the 
number of volunteers that we have at all levels who are willing to make a difference and 
give their time so freely to the game we all love. 

Gregory Underwood 
RU Volunteer Co-ordinator 

 

COUNCIL 

Two years ago my report looked back upon a year that saw the appointment of John Steele 
and CEO of the RFU and was full of optimism for the future. On the day the report was sent 
to clubs John Steele left the RFU and what followed was a period of turmoil that made the 
start of my fourth year as your RFU representative very difficult with the press having a field 
day. This was exacerbated by England’s poor showing on and off the field in New Zealand 
resulting in the resignation of Martin Johnson. 



Since then the RFU has turned itself around both on and off the field with Bill Beaumont 
completing a successful first year as Chairman of the Board and the staff restructure almost 
complete. The review into RFU Governance is almost complete with recommendation due 
to come to the AGM in June 

On the field Stuart Lancaster has been a breath of fresh air and he has reignited many 
supporters’ passion for the national side. Despite the odd setback there is a real sense of 
optimism for the 2015 Rugby World Cup, particularly after the thrilling win over New 
Zealand. 

In all I have spent 54 days on RFU business this season and I must thank my employers for 
allowing me to take the time off. However, my ideal weekend always includes watching a 
game from the touchline of a local club and talking to local volunteers about local issues, so 
I’m pleased to have managed to fit in 32 visits to 22 different Eastern Counties clubs, plus 
the Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk committees. 

At Twickenham I have been taking a lead on Volunteering for the Club Development sub-
committee and I am pleased to see more volunteers will be rewarded with tickets to games 
at Twickenham, recognising the huge amount they do for Rugby. 

Communication with local clubs has been a key part of my role and other than the usual 
method of emails I have regularly updated my Twitter and Facebook accounts and continue 
to write articles for my online blog ‘A Rugby Life’ at http://asarek.wordpress.com. I have 
now published well over 100 articles and the readership is getting wider every month. What 
is important to me is the feedback I get which helps me to decide how to vote on key issues 
at Twickenham. 

I wish you a restful break from rugby until the start of the 2013/14 when I look forward to 
visiting your club. 

Andrew Sarek  
RFU Council Member  

GOVERNANCE  

During this year the Governance Committee has: 
 

produced a committee protocol as a guide for committee chairs in running  their 
committees and ensuring seamless integration with the other work of the CB 

 
considered a crisis management/disaster recovery strategy, but concluded that with 
one or two exceptions the necessary precautions would be out of proportion with 
the risks of catastrophic failure 

 
considered the ongoing appropriateness of the CB’s constitution and recommended 
changes 



reviewed the CB’s Constitution and drafted proposed Rule changes 
 
(all of these were included in the 2012-13 Action Plan as Governance actions) 
 

led on the role of the CB in inter-club and similar issues 
 

produced a data protection policy for the CB (brought forward from the 2013 –17 
Action Plan) 

 
produced a procedure for taking action under Rule 5.9. 

 
produced a costed Action Plan for the next 4 years 

 
R J Watson 
Chairman of Governance 
April 2013 
 
ANNUAL DISCIPLINE REPORT  

At the end of this season we seem to have settled on a number of sendings-off which 
represents a norm. 
 
We have had 53 cases of which 22 were for punching. One matter was deemed so serious 
that it was dealt with by and RFU Panel. Of the remainder there is the usual mixture of 
offences including 7 cases of Referee Abuse/dissent. Worryingly, one of these was the coach 
in an Under 9 match! It is the eternal cry from Eastern Counties and its Discipline Panel that 
the job of a coach at junior level is to teach the game of rugby at that level. No-one expects 
the standard of refereeing to be that of the Premiership and coaches must take this in to 
consideration! Please do not let touch-line behaviour degenerate to that of soccer!  
We ask those responsible for Clubs Mini/Midi/ Youth sections to impress on all their 
coaches to control their behaviour and to deal with it when it occurs, be it their own club 
members or that of a visitor. 
 
There have been a number of occasions this season where cases of discipline have taken a 
considerable time to arrive with the Discipline Secretary. This appears to be because the 
person reporting has sent it by email to a wide and varied number of recipients, including 
the RFU, but not directly to the Discipline Secretary. This causes delay. Please be aware that 
in the first instance only EC Discipline is the correct recipient and the Discipline Secretary 
will inform any other bodies who need to know. It must also be remembered that a player 
must not return to playing until the relevant fee has been paid! The RFU are very reticent 
about dealing with matters at CB level. If there is any doubt, a phone call to me or David 
Broughton should be sufficient to start the matter rolling. 
 
A serious word of caution to all clubs and their various age-group sections to be very careful 
what members put on Facebook and like sites. There have been instances where criticism 
has been levied at referees and acts of violence have been applauded. Those responsible 
and their clubs will be dealt with under RFU Rule 5.12. 



My thanks to the members of the committee: Graham Feest, Declan Gallagher and also 
welcome to our latest member, Mike Daniel from Cambridge.  Continued thanks, of course, 
to David Broughton the Secretary for all he efforts during the season. 
 
Huw Davies 
Chairman of Discipline 
 

SAFEGUARDING  

The work of the team and Club Safeguarding Officers in Eastern Counties was recognised by 
the RFU in awarding a President’s XV Award. Thanks to Sally Lloyd of Norfolk, James Pepper 
of Cambridgeshire and Martin Pratley of Suffolk. Between us we have visited many Clubs 
this season supporting CSOs both new and old and have made eight formal visits to Clubs on 
behalf of the RFU to help Clubs identify ‘Where they are now’ with Safeguarding.  This 
means that we’ve been to every Club in the last five years that have a Mini/Youth Section. 
 
The turnover of CSOs has slowed down in the last year and a good support network has 
developed with ‘old hands’ helping nearby Clubs on occasions. Only four incidents have 
been reported to us, with RFU impressed with how quickly the Clubs dealt with them. 
Mainly pitch invasion by a parent, coach or spectator, with the Club banning them 
immediately and apologising to the opposition, this has appeased everyone. 
 
The RFU expect CSOs to attend a Safeguarding Workshop within six months of appointment. 
We tried to hold one before Christmas but had such a poor response it was cancelled. (One 
will be held in the new season!) We now have 33 qualified CSOs in the CB out of a possible 
42 Clubs that have Mini/Youth sections we also keep them up-to-date with bimonthly 
Newsletters (Safeguarding Matters) and a biennial Conference.  
 
A major part of the CSO’s role is getting coaches & managers a CRB check or a DBS 
(Disclosure and Barring Service) as it is now called. Remember the rules are such that only 
those with weekly contact, 4 days of contact in a month or overnight stay need the DBS. This 
burden has somewhat improved as a result of the RFU’s e-application process which has 
seen some CSOs getting clearance within one week! Coaches are expected to apply within 6 
weeks of working with a Club. 
 
We have all been impressed with the dedication and enthusiasm of coaches and managers 
at the Clubs we have visited. One coach at each age group is expected to attend a 
Safeguarding Course as part of the Accreditation process. Seven Courses have been held this 
season from Shelford to North Walsham. Every Club in EC has had one of these Courses now 
or shared one with another Club. 
 
The team meet every two months to discuss activities and programmes as well as updating 
themselves on current safeguarding issues. The RFU usually hold two conferences a year to 
update Managers, however there was only one this year at Cheltenham in April, attended 
by Martin Pratley, very apt, as Martin is taking over from me after the AGM as I am standing 
down. My thanks to the team, all the CSOs and EC Officers, particularly our Hon Sec. Roger 



Pierson, for their support during my tenure, I’ll miss the Club visits and the happy smiling 
children’s faces, never mind the friends I’ve made throughout the Constituent Body.  
 
Martin Peacock 
Safeguarding Manager 
May 2013 
 
MARKETING AND COMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE 

This is our Fourth year as a committee, and I must first of all thank all those involved, they 
are Bob Cranna, Tim McNeil, Lisa Greetham, Chris Mepham, Ray Collins and Greg 
Underwood, without them, not only would it be very difficult to manage and run this 
committee,  we would not have been able to undertake so many successful projects. We 
were deeply saddened to lose Lee Adamson who was a great assert to Eastern Counties and 
rugby in general 
 
I must also welcome two new members to our committee, Ken Watkins, who joins as the 
press Officer, Ken has many years experience within the media, and we welcome him along 
with his many talents and experience.  Our other new member Jerry Stone comes with large 
amounts of passion and, commitment, Jerry has already being working very hard to increase 
our communications. 
 
We continue to meet regularly moving away from the Angel Hotel in Bury to the offices at 
Stowmarket. 
 
After spending many hours we have agreed a new Kit protocol which is now in place and 
working well , despite a few teething problems to start with. 
 
We continue to modify and keep updated the web page, along with help from Wetink of 
Norwich, we have made it a lot easier for everyone to use, team managers, coaches and 
admin staff all have access to manage the edit content system, and upload stories and 
pictures on a regular basis, keeping the web page up to date.  
 
With the assistance and guidance from Jerry Stone we have increased our viewing figures on 
Facebook, and we continue to increase our likes and views.  We are now using twitter on a 
regular basis and we intend to improve on that next year.  
 
We have organised a number of rugby first training programs around the region, and this 
continues to be a worthwhile and successful event. We have attended a number of sub 
county committee meetings to explain our role and offer any assistance we can on 
marketing and improving club income. 
 
We have initialised an on line ecommerce web shop for both playing and supporters, and 
negotiated large savings with Tyler's sportswear. In addition, we will continue to market this 
to all members of Eastern counties. 
 



We continue to update and improve the yearbook and fixture card. This year increasing the 
size and information contained along with increasing the font, making it easier to read, and 
of course this yearly report. 
 
We continue to be involved in the management and marketing of conferences and other 
events, these have included coaching conferences.  We are managing the AGM and the 
yearly Dinner at Ickworth again This  will take place at the prestigious Ickworth House near 
Bury St Edmunds and we hope you will  enjoy this unique event. This year the master of 
ceremonies is a well-known local rugby supporter and TV presenter Stuart Jarrold 
 
One of the most important roles of our committee is to increase our profile both by good 
publicity and marketing, and to find new sponsors, we continue to liaise closely with our 
existing main sponsor Greene King, this sponsorship arrangement has now been in place for 
a number of years and has seen the eastern counties league names changed, and Greene 
King Logos displayed on various publications we promote. We have recently negotiated with 
Greene king to continue to sponsor us for another two years, and we are most grateful for 
their support 
 
We continue to promote the RFU and its current promotions, and we look forward to a new 
season with great anticipation 
 
Andy McCallum 
Chairman Marketing and Communication 
 
REFEREES REPORT   

A season of many major changes, the most important and challenging one being the 
abolition of dedicated, professional referee staff from Twickenham. We are now in the 
position of having no ‘subject matter experts’ and we already see different interpretations 
of game management issues appearing., cast your minds back to the competition regulation 
introduction of ‘ 8 interchanges per team in League games!  Greater involvement of referees 
in the decision making process of competition regulations would have avoided the myriad of 
different competition regulations that referees are faced with. In a typical week a referee 
could officiate four games all with their own idiosyncrasies. Time will tell whether this was 
an inspirational or disastrous switch in resources. 
The Federation continues to appoint to all clubs in the Federation area who are members of 
the London Leagues. The sub counties provide referees to the local leagues and merit 
tables.  Society referees are identified by their Society and recommended for inclusion on 
the ECRURF Panel subject to passing certain criteria, which does include a standard fitness 
test. We recognise that as the game develops, the need for referees who are fit for purpose 
increases. 
Referees aspire to get to the ECRURF panel and in effect contract to the requirements of the 
panel, in order to develop and be rewarded with the more challenging games. 
 
The Federation held a successful early season conference in the newly resplendent Diss RFC 
clubhouse when we explored the game regulations and management issues being thrust 
upon the refereeing fraternity. Because of the lack of resource from Twickenham funding 
for such future meetings falls to the PFR structure of the CB and negotiations continue! 



We congratulate the referees who have achieved their goals this season , Young Matt Rozier 
should we hope , achieve Group (level 5 status) , for 2013-4.  Matt is a fine example of how 
the structure in place will progress referees (and no dis-respect to Harwich) from Harwich to 
the National stage.  The opportunity is there. Greater emphasis on talent identification is 
being mooted nationally with greater opportunities for those identified and willing to apply 
themselves. 
 
We thank our two ELRA trainers Viv Hathway and Dave Locke who continue to present 
courses throughout the area. Under the new regime, both will be required to undergo 
further training to further hone their undoubted skills. 
 
Challenges aplenty await next season but we evidently are doing something right with the 
recognition of an RFU Presidents XV award runner up prize, which we were delighted to be 
awarded. 
 
We take this opportunity of thanking our sponsors AggBag and Comer Crawley who have 
provided funding for officials attire throughout the season. 
 
Summer well and watch this space! 
 
Graham Cross 
Chairman ECRURF 
 
CAMBRIDGESHIRE  

A successful and progressive season for Cambridgeshire Rugby highlighted by the continuing 
development and performance of our Youth section at all levels. Youth report attached. 
Our clubs, in the main, have all consolidated their league positions and status and face next 
season with cautious optimism. Success in the merit table and county cups was a highlight 
for our developing clubs and it was pleasing to record the sustained progress of March RFC. 
The County Cup Finals which coincided with the jubilee celebration of Saffron Walden RFC 
was a huge success and this format is now firmly established in our calendar. 
Congratulations to Shelford and Cottenham our current Champions.  
Our senior side performed with great distinction recording a great win at home and 
demonstrated huge character and pride for Cambridgeshire rugby in a narrow loss at 
Suffolk. We now look forward to next year with renewed enthusiasm. 
The U20 team took the field this year and entertained a large crowd at Ely RFC. This pivotal 
game has laid the foundation for what we hope will become part of the structured season 
for all three counties and has finally given us representative rugby at all age groups in 
Cambridgeshire.  
Seven clubs provided players for our senior and U20 teams. 
Schools rugby is high on our agenda with the AGM of CSRFU expected to provide a platform 
upon which we can progress next year. 
Renewed enthusiasm and closer links with the Universities has been a feature this year and 
we look to progress these vital ties. 
World Cup legacy planning is well underway and whilst we look forward to the impetus this 
will give rugby in our area fears that our infrastructure and facilities will be lacking seem 
well founded. This will be a key area in the coming months. 



We are developing a new action plan and strategy to fully engage with our clubs in the 
committee process and are looking forward to having a proactive approach for next season 
which will allow us to align more closely with EC action planning. 
Mike Daniels our current president steps down this year and we thank him for his efforts 
and successful tenure. Max Pocock will lead CRFU into the World Cup and we look forward 
to a successful and productive two years under his stewardship. 
Congratulations to Gareth Baxter from Cambridge RFC on his selection for England, this 
continues a proud tradition of representative rugby for Eastern Counties. 
Finally I must pay tribute to Bob Mann who steps down this year. His tireless efforts over 
the years along with Chris Mepham have given CRFU the tremendous platform we have 
now. A notable distinction and possible first was the inclusion of James and Toby Mepham 
along with Louis Mann in our senior side. A family dynasty continues. 
Thanks Bob. 
CRFU is robust and healthy but we must continue to grow our volunteer base and remain 
focussed for what will be a challenging period over the coming seasons.  
 
Steve Drawbridge 
Chairman CRFU 
May 2013 
 
Cambridgeshire Youth Rugby – despite the difficult weather and surface conditions 
experienced, almost throughout the season, all the County and Domestic programmes were 
successfully completed with only a few training sessions lost. Silicon Valley Bank again have 
fully underwritten the very broad Domestic Festival and County Cup scenes and further have 
added their valued support to the new Mini Development Festival at the start of each 
season and the brand new end of season County Youth 7’s tournaments – both have been 
great successes and have provided first time opportunities for the smaller CRFU Clubs to 
host county events. Thank you SVB>. 
The 4 County Squads have provided programmes designed to help shape and develop 
Cambridgeshire’s 120 young talented and gifted County Rugby Players as well as providing 
the opportunities from which players may progress to higher representative rugby. The 
newly installed EC/RFU Young Player Development Pathway Project has provided a clear 
structure for all members of Eastern Counties whereby common aims and objectives have 
been agreed and Counties, in their own right, take on responsibility for player development 
and identification thus replacing the ‘RFU School of Rugby’ processes; the U13 Development 
programme has also been a welcome addition. 
CYR is very appreciative of and thank the many volunteers who work in support of our 
programmes but especially the County Coaches and Managers who commit themselves to 
high quality coaching and player development. Grateful thanks are also extended to the 
CRFU Clubs who have hosted festival events and importantly our Sponsors who have loyally 
become essential stakeholders in the rugby lives of Cambridgeshire youth. 
 



NORFOLK 

On the rugby field Norfolk had a very successful season with a number of clubs winning 
promotion, 
 
Senior Clubs 
North Walsham won London 2 & promoted to London1 
Norwich promoted to London 2  
 
Wymondham won EC1 
Swaffham won EC2 promoted to EC1 
Broardland GY also promoted to EC1 
North Walsham 2 won merit 1 
Dereham & Lowestoft 2 promoted to merit 1 

Youth 
There were a number of young players who represented ECRU at U20 and the senior side 
for the first time and acquitted themselves very well.   
 
Norfolk Youth still growing under the stewardship of David Masdin and Shaun Gardner. 
 
See Norfolk youth report included 
 
Norfolk Committee 
The Norfolk Committee has appointed a new Chairman and plan to add the post of Vice 
Chairman. 
 
I’m sure with the new committee in place the coming season will see Norfolk at the 
forefront of Rugby within ECRU.  
 
John Langford 
 
NORFOLK YOUTH REPORT 

 
Norfolk Development has developed further working closely with Eastern Counties and 
Leicester Tigers. Norfolk have taken on board the School of Rugby remit with Leicester 
Tigers meaning no Eastern Counties representation at Under 14 and 15. U13-15 have had 
sessions with Tigers coaches supported by Norfolk coaches at Easton College.  
Norfolk 10s started the year and was a great success. The Under 15 tournament had 11 
sides involved, causing a good problem of organisation. Due to the swell at U16 next year it 
has been proposed that the U16 tournament will take place in the afternoon with the 
U17/18. Over 350 players were involved in the day. Thanks go to RFU staff, which supported 
this event, and as usual the band of Norfolk Referees.  
Structured season in place again allowing for all Youth Fixture Secretaries to meet at Diss 
RFC to plan season 2013/4. 
West Norfolk again ran a successful U13- U16 7 a-side tournament. It is hope that more 
Norfolk sides will play next year. 
Diss ran two very successful Development festivals at Under 13 and 14 age groups. 



Norfolk Representative Youth Teams 
Norfolk representative sides played at Under 14, 1 5 and 16. Norfolk picked up the Eastern 
Counties games v Essex at under 14 and under 15, winning the Under 15 match (26-22). The 
Essex coaches were impressed at both age groups and are looking for fixtures next year. 
Many thanks to all coaches and managers of all the teams. Special mention for Shaun 
Gardner who has taken on the role of Centre Development Manager. Shaun has worked 
tirelessly organising the provision and support for all age groups. 
 
Under 14 
Norfolk U14s beat Suffolk 
Cambs  U14s beat Norfolk 
Norfolk U14s lost to Essex – did not play triangular competition due to adverse weather. 
Under 15  
Norfolk U15s 24 - 33 Suffolk 
Cambs  U15s 20 - 19 Norfolk 
Essex    U15s 26 - 22 Norfolk  
Under 16 
Norfolk U16s lost to Suffolk 
Cambs  U15s lost to Norfolk 
Arnolds Keys Norfolk Cup/Plate Winners 
Thanks to Arnolds for their sponsorship of Norfolk Youth rugby. 
 Cup   Plate 
Under 16   North Walsham Wymondham 
Under 15  North Walsham Wymondham  
Under 14  Wymondham   West Norfolk 
Under 13  West Norfolk  Diss 
 
Thanks to Wilf Lambert for his help in coordinating these competitions and Norfolk Referees 
Society for their continual support. 
 
Representative Honours 
U20 Eastern Counties 
Matthew Norfolk – Clarke (North Walsham / Easton College) 
Aaron Cole  (Holt/ Langley School) 
James Crosseley (North Walsham) 
David Micklethwaite (Norwich) 
 
England Colleges U19 
Matthew Norfolk – Clarke (North Walsham / Easton College) 
Freddie Henley –Hunter (North Walsham / Easton College) 
 
U18 Eastern Counties 
Will Dodds (Wymondham College/ West Norfolk) 
Charlie Pask (Diss) 
Freddie Henley –Hunter (North Walsham / Easton College) 
Sam Pressling ( West Norfolk/Wisbech Grammar) 
 



U17 Eastern Counties 
Luke Boines (Diss /Norwich School 
Karl Casson (Easton College) 
Alex Twigge (Diss/Diss High School) 
Will Dodds (Wymondham College/ West Norfolk) 
Lawrence Randell (Norwich /Norwich School) 
 
U16 England South 
Will Evans (Wymondham /Wymondham College) 
George Worth(Wymondham College) 
 
U16 England North  
Aubrey Grimes (Norwich/Litcham High) 
London & South East  
Ben Masdin– (Norwich/ Wymondham College) 
 
U16 Eastern Counties 
Aubrey Grimes – (Norwich/ Litcham HS) 
Daniel Bebbington – (Wymondham /Northgate HS) 
Will Evans – (Wymondham/ Wymondham College) 
George Worth – (Spalding/ Wymondham College) 
Lawrence Randell – (Norwich/ Norwich School) 
Ben Masdin – (Norwich/ Wymondham College) 
James Steele - (Norwich/ Norwich School)  
 

SUFFOLK  

Another excellent season for Suffolk County side but mixed for Clubs. The County side 
having had an unbeaten season with the winning of the Inter-county Cup beating both 
Norfolk and Cambridgeshire. It was wonderful to see both the other Counties getting strong 
sides out. We had an additional fixture against Nigerian Exiles in early May, with Suffolk 
being victors with a 26 to 15 win. Our thanks go to Colchester Rugby Club for hosting the 
event. The U20’s got a fixture in against Cambridge University before Christmas but the 
Inter-county Fixtures fell apart in the New Year. Our County Youth sides won most of their 
games against the other Counties, but this year had the opportunity to represent Eastern 
Counties at U14s and U15s levels. The U15s played Kent at Colchester whilst the U14s 
played Herts at the Allianz Park. Unfortunately we lost both games, but both games were 
good from a development perspective. 
 
As for Clubs. Bury St. Edmunds won their League in style winning every game. Ipswich came 
so close to a play-off place in London NE2. Half a mile away Ipswich YM did end up in a 
promotion play-off, but unfortunately lost to Old Cooperians 29 to 22.  
The season started as ever with the RHS Sevens brilliantly ran by Ross Cowie. There were 15 
Clubs represented by 64 teams and it was difficult to fit all 167 games in, and the trophies 
were liberally awarded throughout the County. It was superb to see so many young people 
and Clubs get involved. 



The Youth Competitions run throughout the season saw more Clubs taking part than ever, 
with six different Clubs winning the various trophies. Plate - U13 Sudbury, U14 Hadleigh, 
U15 Ipswich YM, U16 Southwold. Cup competition was very open, with U13 won by Ipswich 
YM, U14 by Colchester, U15s by Ipswich YM and U16 by Bury St. Edmunds. Girls rugby is 
being introduced into more Clubs as Women's rugby see the value in nurturing their own 
talent. There is very little competitive girls’ rugby except at Colchester and in the Schools. 
Woodbridge Amazons and Southwold Swallows are our only regular women's sides, 
however Bury St. Edmunds Foxes are now playing the odd fixture. 
 
The Suffolk Shield started in September and was eventually won by Haverhill. The Plate 
ended up as a Clacton v Southwold Final with Clacton winning in extra time with a drop 
goal! All the competitions suffered setbacks due to the weather and our thanks to Colin 
Garrod for eventually getting them all complete, except the Chadacre Cup which ended up 
with Bury St. Edmunds winning by default when the other teams dropped out. 
 
In the EC2 League, Suffolk Clubs did not fare well, but EC1 was a very close competition. The 
Merit Leagues suffered from an incredible number of cancellations, resulting in Clubs 
frantically trying to find fixtures. Stowmarket II’s won League 1 and Colchester IV winning 
League 2. We must thank Colin Garrod for the excellent way he runs these Leagues in spite 
of the many cancellations. 
 
Clubs have also been recognised in many other ways with Stowmarket winning Club of the 
Year from Suffolk Sport! Two Clubs were recognised in RFU President’s XV Awards 2013, 
Bury St. Edmunds, as runner up in for Quality of Coaching Award and Felixstowe for Schools 
Rugby Award. We await to see who wins what at ECRU Presidents Awards. 
Club Accreditation has been gained by Harwich & Dovercourt and Southwold Rugby Clubs.  
A new RDO, Jonathan Pearce arrived in January to join CRC Lee Parry who had been working 
very hard in the region since September. 
 
At the annual dinner held at Harwich & Dovercourt RFC in May the Fair Play Cup was 
awarded to Harwich & Dovercourt Rugby Club. 
Our thanks go to all Officers and Club Representatives for their hard work in making it such a 
successful season. 
 
Ray Collins 
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HOLT RFC

FAKENHAM RFC

NORTH WALSHAM RFC

DEREHAM RFC

NORWICH RFC

NORWICH UNION RFC
LAKENHAM-HEWETT RFC

NORWICH MEDICS RFC
UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGLIA RFC
CRUSADERS RFC

BROADLAND-GT YARMOUTH RFC
LOWESTOFT &
YARMOUTH RFC

BECCLES RFC

SOUTHWOLD RFC

WOODBRIDGE RFC

IPSWICH RFC

IPSWICH YM RUFC

FELIXSTOWE RFC

MISTLEY RFC
HARWICH & DOVERCOURT RFC

COLCHESTER RFC

UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX RFC

CLACTON RFC

MERSEA ISLAND RFC

BRIGHTLINGSEA RFC

STOWMARKET RUFC

DISS RFC

WYMONDHAM RUFC

WATTON RFC

THETFORD RFC

SWAFFHAM RFC

WEST NORFOLK RFC

WISBECH RUFC

MARCH BEARS RUFC

ELY RFC

MILDENHALL RFC

THURSTON RFC

BURY ST EDMUNDS RFC

NEWMARKET RUFC

CAMBRIDGE RUFC
CANTABRIGIAN RUFC
SHELFORD RFC
RENEGADES RFC
CAMBOURNE EXILES RFC

SAWSTON RUFC

HAVERHILL AND DISTRICT RFC

SUDBURY RFC

HADLEIGH RFC

WENDENS AMBO RFC
SAFFRON WALDEN RFC

THORPENESS RFC


